A survey of H2 gene sequences, including new wild-derived genes.
A comprehensive collection of mouse major histocompatibility complex (MHC) promoter and exon 2 sequences is here presented and analysed. It covers the three best known class II genes and one class I gene, and includes new wild mouse sequences from the 'w' back-cross strains and from the Jackson collection. All sequences are in GenBank, and the new exon sequences largely confirm previous typing by serology and immune function. As in human leucocyte antigen (HLA), the overall nucleotide diversity is higher in the class II genes, in keeping with their more diverse function. Diversity along the promoters is highest in the region of known transcription factor binding, most notably in and around the CRE and rCAAT sequences. This distribution parallels that of maximum single nucleotide polymorphism impact previously obtained with reporter constructs. Taking into account the low nucleotide diversity of the CIITA promoter, we conclude that MHC promoters are likely to have diversified through co-evolution with their exons, while themselves also directly subject to natural selection. The H2Eb(p) alleles form a distinct group, associated with their lack of the recombination hot spot located between exon 2 and exon 3. The collection is expected to prove useful in guiding functional and evolutionary studies.